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Â Â Â Â Â  The Numerology Guidance Cards are the ultimate tools of divination, providing clarity

and insight to assist you on your path. When youâ€™re in need of answers, direction, inspiration,

and hope, these cards will bridge the gap between your inner wisdom and the â€œuniversal wisdom

of All That Isâ€• through the ancient energy of numbers. Based on your current thoughts and

behaviors, the Numerology Guidance Cards will reveal your future potential and uncover any

conscious or subconscious blocks that are impeding the manifestation of your goals. Once these

blocks have been identified and removed, you can begin to improve your life and actualize your

dreams.Â Â Â Â Â  Each of the 44 cards in this deck contains specific numbers, colors, and words

that assist in raising your energy vibrationâ€”plus the ancient â€œMerkabaâ€• and â€œFlower of

Lifeâ€• symbols to facilitate your spiritual growth. The accompanying guidebook offers additional

information to aid you in interpreting your readings. Numerologist Michelle Buchanan didnâ€™t

design these cards to â€œpredictâ€• your futureâ€”but rather to help you create the one you desire!
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I loved this beautiful deck, as a numerology buff I have been searching high and low for a

numerology card deck and ran across these searching, I was not disappointed, the author Michelle

Buchannan created a beautiful deck and when you draw a card, there is a sentence written on the

card to help your intuition, providing your already familiar with numerology if not the booklet that

comes with the card, give you a complete breakdown of what the number means and the influence

currently playing out in your life and the lessons you need to incorporate into your life right now. this

has been what I have been searching for and will incorporate this in my tarot and cowrie shell



divination. this is a complete system that stands alone and its accurate as everything in this

universe breaks down to mathematics, what I love about this is you can use it alone or incorporate it

in any divination tool or rituals. I'm a fan!!

The Numerology Guidance Cards are beautiful. They hold a lovely energy that is wonderful to work

with. It is nice to work with Guidance Cards that are unique and insightful, the messages are clear,

giving you enough guidance to work with your intuition, and it is lovely to have an affirmation to work

with. I would highly recommend the Numerology Guidance Cards to either beginners or those

experienced in working with Guidance Cards. Thank you Michelle Buchanan for creating such

wonderful Cards.

I love these cards, they amaze me every time with messages that are so relevant and timely,

sometimes it's a message that I know and need reminding about! I also love the affirmations

included with the messages, which is something I needed help with and the instructions are

interesting as well as informative! I can genuinely recommend these cards for personal use and

doing readings for others, they are really exciting!

I am an intuitive and I love, love, LOVE cards that add and give meaning and value to the readings I

provide. They feel wonderful! These cards are so simple and yet comprehensive. They are right on

target and help making communicating this way very easy to connect to. Thank you!

I've had a book on Numerology lying around our house for the longest time and when I looked it up

it was based on the same principals as Michelle Buchanan's. I thought her cards might be an easier

introduction, and so far I've been impressed. What I'm learning coincides with much of the other info

I'm reading about on other things - quantum physics, sacred geometry, eastern medicine, etc... It

never ceases to amaze me how much we don't know!I'd highly recommend as an intro, as

guidance, or just out of curiosity.

I recently purchased Tori Hartman's wonderful Chakras Tarot deck. She uses 2 decks to answer her

questions. So, since I like numerology so much I ordered Michelle Buchanan's Numerology Tarot

cards to back up Tori's deck when asking questions! WOW!!! What a great idea! They truly do go

well together if you want your questions answered! And they really make you look inside of yourself!

They bring forth truth. Tori's cards are a bit more upbeat and Michelle's cards are more sobering so



the combination is great!

These Numerology Guidance cards are beautiful and easy to use. As a practitioner of Numerology, I

love that I use these gorgeous cards as part of my practice. I highly recommend them if you are

interested in a quality product.

I was so excited to receive my parcel,It arrived in excellent condition. I was also happy to save a bit

of money, as they were a lot more expensive to buy in New Zealand.Thanks .com
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